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Grand Master : 
J-Arthur 

(Arthur Thomas) 
01483  224491 (h) 
07986 048618 (m) 

Joint Masters: 
No Nookie 

(Tracey Parker)  
01483 833270(h)  

???? ??????(m) 
Too Posh  

(Debbie H-Gaskin) 
01737 645393(h) 
07949 100896(m) 
Religious Advisor : 

Shit For Brains 
(Steve Parker) 

01483 833270(h) 
07791 634883(m) 

Clutcher’s Mate : 
G & T 

(Diana George)  
01372 373 856(h) 

Hash Cash : 
Chunderos 

(Lorraine Piercy) 
01372 454907 (h)  

Trail Master: 
The Bounder 
(Frank Bown) 

 01483 423788(h) 
 07958 450762 (m) 
Bashes, e.g. 2000th 

Bonn Bugle (Jo Avey) 
07718903 493 

 
DapperHasherie: 

Bizley Babe 
Jackie Reynolds 

01276 856279(h) 
(m) 

Biermeister: 
Uncle Gerry(Gurney) 

01372 386921 (h) 
07740 866049 (m) 

Joint-Secs : 
Lonely 

(Ben Ralston) 
07710 981309(m) 

and 
Tequil’ over  

(Richard Piercy) 
07730 202263 (m) 
01372 454907 (h) 
01372 455397 (r)  

(r) = recorded ! 
sh3@surreyh3.org 

 www.surreyh3.org 

Date 7 Dec 2014 

Hares Too Posh 

Venue Reigate 

ONoN Skimmington Castle 

IMITAT ION AND FLATTERY:  

TOO POSH STAYS ON THE 

BEATEN PATH 

Only by taking the pack up 
onto the North Downs could a 
hare starting from this area 
avoid Spingo's well-trodden 
trails. Too Posh went to the 
other extreme and trod, like 
the page of King Wenceslas, 
in every footprint left by 
Spingo. Quite economically; 
the front runners were home 
in exactly 60 minutes, 
including a cheerful pit stop. 
Naturally before we left the 
car park we glanced around: 
had the absence of our Away 
team (one hopes, in our Away 
strip) left us enough front 
runners? The answer was to 
an embarrassing extent an 
emphatic Yes; what we were 
lacking was the link between 
FRBs and pack (and 
something between his ears: 
Teq), to such an extent that 
the pack took a total of 80 

minutes. Well, Mother Brown 
and Ear Trumpet took even 
longer;  somebody had 
promoted Ear Trumpet to 
stand-in GM, doubtless 
reasoning that so experienced 
a hasher would know all about 
how to do it. This proved 
erroneous; his attempts were 
hilarious, "gravity-removing" 
as Ernest Bramah's Chinese 
characters used to say, an 
unforgettable contribution to 
SH3 Circle lore. Bonn Bugle, 
from the privilege of youth, 
dismissed ET's efforts as 
senility, but the senile among 
us felt some sympathy. He 
had remembered visitors, but 
our search for a small girl 
revealed only 'Arfur Pint; 
Barbie's little sister and her 
mother had already left. 

So who were the front 
runners? Bionic and Tail End 

in matching T-shirts, Barbie himself, 
Atalanta, Sir Ray with a haircut, 
Stilton, and Silent Knight; and 
joining us while we were wine-
bibbing at the pit stop, Doug the Tub 
complaining of our calling (Doug, 
complaining about CALLING? Now 
THAT is poetic! : Teq), and, sternly 
dismissive of our sybaritism (I looked 
it up: sybaritism: a love of luxury. 
[Allusion to Sybaris, a Greek colony 
in Italy noted for its luxury.]  
sybarite, n. sybaritic, adj. : Teq), Le 
Pro, who took one glance at our self-
indulgence and at once carried on 
with the trail. To our very great 
surprise, on the way home we were 
confronted by Herr Flick, arriving at 
a check from the wrong direction; 
hash reports in recent years have 
tended to downplay the efforts of 
SCBs. The great specialists in the 
glory days of Surrey SCB'ing were 
Abba and our uncle Gerry; Herr Flick 
does his best to maintain the tradition, 

but our Knitting Circle is now 
so numerous that we barely 
notice. 

The Skimmington Castle 
makes a change from Spingo's 
car parks; we left very slowly 
i n d e e d  b e c a u s e  t w o 
horsewomen (we were to see 
them again, repeatedly, on the 
trail) had taken over our ditch. 
But in homage to her mentor, 
Too Posh laid the first check 
at the very car parks Spingo 
uses. And thereafter, a left 
hander on traditional lines. 
The drizzle eased off and the 
sun came out. All very 
pleasant really, but not much 
matter for a scribe. So here 
are further thoughts on your 
weight... The Body Mass 
Index allows our politicians to 
berate us as oversized, but 
they seldom comment upon it: 

weight in Kg divided by the 
square of height in metres. 
Naturally most English 
speakers still use imperial 
units, and few are able to 
square anything (to be non-
dimensional, the index should 
use the cube of the height), 
but the real problem comes 
with the notional limits. 
"Normal" means a BMI 
between 20 and 25; to be at 
that lower limit, I would 
weigh the same as Solange..... 
The limits are wrong. Indeed, 
those with a BMI around 26 
or 27 live longer than those 
with a "normal" BMI. 

Space left, good (ooerr, now 
we’re for it! Teq). Here is my 
solution to financing the NHS: 
originally, the funds came 
from national insurance 
contributions (OH... I thought 

the Government paid! Teq), so now 
that we need more money, just 
increase those contributions.... Why, 
you ask, did so simple a solution 
escape attention? Because there is a 
maniacal obsession with not 
increasing taxation; politicians twitch 
whenever taxes are mentioned. It is 
another objection to our current 
version of democracy. The recent 
focus in our debates on poverty 
provides another; political leaders 
disregard those who seldom vote, in 
this instance the very poor, of whom 
there are more and more. (Consider 
the food banks...) A party which 
recruited all non-voters would sweep 
the board.  

FRB 
 MOA 1 



Receding Hare-Line 2014   Runs start at 11:00 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Directions 

Run    2070 

Date   14 Dec 2014 

Hares Tail End & ET 

Venue Norwood Hill 

On On Fox Revived 

Post Code RH6 0ET 

Scribe Teq 

OS TQ239435 

2071 21 Dec J Arthur Wormley Jingle Bells 

2072 28 Dec ?  

2073 4 Jan ? ?? 

2074 11 Jan ? ?? 

2075 18 Jan Sat and Sun run Farnham Ball 

2076 11 Jan ? ?? 
From Cock roundabout Dorking take A25 east.  After 1.5 
miles turn right s.p. Brockham & Newdigate.  Follow through 
Brockham south for 2.5 miles.  Turn left s.p. Leigh, continue 
3.9 miles to Norwood Hill crossroad.  The Fox Revived is 
immediately on your right.  Park neatly in pub car park to right. 

Extensive range of real ales & food. 

Help the Hare Razor 

Don’t ask what your Hare Razor does for you! Ask what 
you can do for your Hare Raiser. 

THIS Saturday 13th December Tunbridge Wells 

the Corn Exchange, The pantiles: 

Desperate Dan and Sip Stop will be exhibiting 
Hebridean Spirits & Liqueurs,  

DD tells us "This offers a fantastic opportunity to fill 
up your booze cupboards and get some great 
prezzies. There will be plenty of other food and craft 
stalls there as well." 

The town is excellent for Christmas shopping and 
there is a great Wetherspoons! Teq was going to 
organise a run ashore but it is not going to fly! 

If you are interested but cannot get to T. Wells, 
contact DD or SS to arrange a private sampling at 5 
Beechen Lane, Lower Kingswood. 

CAMRA- 7th December  

Sunningwell village hall  [OX136RD] hosted by Oxford: 

The report.... 

Greater love hath no man (or woman, in this case; 
Chunderos, and believe me it’s true) than to get up 
BEFORE 7 am ON A SUNDAY and, despite it looking very 
much like a “Duvet Day”, drive 20 odd miles to do the 
financials on picking up our bus at a  “low cost” hire 

outfit, queue up for 20 minutes while the single divvy ran the whole shooting match including several phone calls, do 
a Le Mans style exit with our “ Regular Driver” Richard “Dick Turnpike” Kirby, and still get to Letherhead only 7 
minutes later than advertised! Brilliant. 

Having “en bussed” a verbose Ard’on, and a surprisingly quiet 
Gibber, and the rest of the Letherhead contingent (note the use of 
the historic spelling for this otherwise insignificant town; showing 
I have been on the “Ard On” town tour), we tried to recover a few 
minutes of the itinery en route for Woking. 

Only 3 minutes behind schedule, the Woking contingent (note the 
use of the normal spelling for this sprawling urban mess possibly 
only notable for having [maybe] the first UK Mosque), including a 
SERIOUSLY fragile Growler, climbed aboard and, relatively on 
time, we set off to the petrol (or rather diesel) station. Have you 
noticed, hire vehicles are no longer expected to be returned full of 
fuel, just topped to an “estimated” level, presumably over time 
ending up empty! (are we there yet?) 

Oh the run: well we ran, then we came back, had some beer, 
food, more beer, whisky, down downs, drop more beer, then back 
on the Van (goes a bit hazy here), escaped the van at the Oxford 
services and left the hashers to it! Great day thanks to all for all 
their efforts in setting it up and executing it! OnON Teq 

Other H3 Events 

8 to 10 May 2015 Austerlitz, The Netherlands 

Amsterdam H3 are hosting DNH 2015, support from 
the FILTH, Wageningen, The Hague and BNG Hashes. 

Will take place in the woods near Utrecht, with 
historical and scenic sights around. A full weekend 
of fun guaranteed see www.harrier.nl 


